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EXCURSIONS TO DISCOVERY OF SICILY            

                           For groups of 15 guests or more, with bus or minibuses 

                                              FULL DAY  

N. 1 - ETNA AND TAORMINA-   
·      € 75,00 (ADULT)  - € 57,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

The discovery of Mount Etna, Europe’s biggest live volcano. Situated on the east side of Sicily, it 

dominates the entire province of Catania and is also an important winter sports station. Explore 

ancient and recent craters like Crateri Silvestri. Break for the lunch and departure to Taormina 

world-famous holiday resort, renowned for its warm climate, lush vegetation, but its ancient 

monument like Greek Theatre. 

N. 2 -PALERMO, MONREALE AND CEFALÙ 

(The Norman – Arabic Itinerary)  
€ 45,00 (ADULT) - € 30,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

The itinerary includes a visit to the major sites related to the Norman period, one of the most 

significant historical and rich history of our city, whose sites have recently been included in the 

UNESCO heritage. We visit all the monuments, erected in the same period but reworked in later 

centuries, they were made by Arab workers and decorated with exquisite mosaic decorations of 

Byzantine origin. Therefore, we will visit the beautiful "Palazzo dei Normanni", which houses the 

enchanting Cappella Palatina; the Palermo Cathedral, which houses the tombs of the royal 

Norman, the Quattro Canti and Piazza Pretoria where stands the majestic city palace. Continuing 

to Monreale, you will visit the majestic Cathedral of medieval art, with elements Byzantines, Arabs 

and Normans. Break for the lunch and departure to Cefalù, one of the most picturesque tourist 

and seaside resorts of Sicily. 

N. 3 - MAZARA DEL VALLO AND SELINUNTE   

€ 50,00 (ADULT) - € 35,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Also called the City of 100 churches, Mazara del Vallo is home to one of the oldest Diocese of 

Sicily. We will visit the Cathedral which is located in the heart of the city center, where once stood 

the ancient Norman castle, of which today are visible only the remains of the Arch. During a walk 

is a must for Mazara the Dancing Satyr, a bronze statue brought to light from the sea, dating from 

the fourth century BC and it attributed to Praxiteles, portraying a male character moving in a 

whirling dance. In Mazara there are the beaches that meet all tourists, there are in fact mainly 

rocky stretches as Bocca Arena and Torretta Granitola, others are characterized by fine sand as 

the beach of Tonnarella. Another very nice beach, although small, is to Fetus Cape. After break 
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for the lunch departure to Selinunte, the most fascinating archeological park in Sicily and the 

largest in Europe. 

 

N. 4 - MARSALA AND LE SALINE DI TRAPANI -   
       € 50,00 (ADULT) - € 35,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

A few kilometers away from Mazara del Vallo you can discover the city of Marsala with its 

important historical center, enclosed within the perimeter of the medieval city, where are located 

most of the monuments and cultural facilities. Around a center, small but full of art and history, it 

opens a vast territory that includes an infinity of fractions, the so-called “districts” where the 

famous wine is produced from a unique taste and fragrance: the Marsala. We will visit the 

cathedral , the museum of tapestry, the city pinacotheca, the complesso monumentale San Pietro. 

After a break for lunch, near Marsala we can visit the Laguna Stagnone with Mothia and the other 

small islands that are part of the nature reserve and a little further on, the Salinas with the tanks 

for salt picking and the windmills. Marsala is an ideal starting point for the beautiful Egadi, with 

daily ferries to Favignana, Marettimo and Levanzo. 

N. 5 - AGRIGENTO – THE VALLEY OF THE TEMPLES   
€ 50,00 (ADULT) - € 35,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

The most famous archaeological park of the Sicily, the Valley of Temples, is an example of classic 

Greek civilisation, with its impressive sight show many well preserved temples. The program 

includes the visit of the principal temples: Juno, Harmony, Ercole, Olympic Zeus, Dioscuri. 

N. 6 - CEFALÙ AND CASTELBUONO 
€ 40,00 (ADULT) - € 35,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) -   

The excursion start with Cefalù, one of the most picturesque tourist and seaside resorts of Sicily. 

We visit the Cathedral, the medieval wash and the historical centre. After the break for the lunch, 

departure to Castelbuono a lively little town at the foot of Pizzo Carbonara, on the north slope of 

the Madonies, in a harmonious fusion of green and rocks. 

N. 7 - SICILY OUTLET FASHION VILLAGE  
€ 10,00 (ADULT) - € 8,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Shopping trip in one of the greatest shopping centres of the Sicily where you will find the most 

prestigious international brands in more than 100 stores, with discounts up to 70% all year.  

The rate of all these excursions DOES NOT INCLUDE: museums, theatres, monuments tickets, 

meals and any other kind of extra cost;  

But INCLUDE transfers, our guides, that will tell you about all of the historical and cultural point of 

interest, and taxes 
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           THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BEACHES IN SICILY  

 

N. 1 - SAN VITO LO CAPO      
€ 25,00 (ADULT) - € 22,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Transfer fromh Hotel to San Vito Lo Capo, a charming coastal little town with splended beaches 

and cristal clear waters. The surroundings are beautiful and the majestic mountains, by which 

San Vito Lo Capo is surrounded, are impressive.  

 

N. 2 -TONNARA OF SCOPELLO-  
€ 25,00 (ADULT) - € 20,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Transfer from Hotel to Scopello, the small gulf where there is the Tonnara of Scopello, one of the 

best preserved in Sicily and displace, mainly, along the south-oriental coast of the island. 

 

N. 3 - SCALA DEI TURCHI – 

 € 30,00 (ADULT) - € 25,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Transfer from Hotel to the coast of Realmonte, near Porto Empedocle wher you can visit the Scala 

dei Turchi. This remarkable rock formation gained its name at a time when the seafaring Turks 

threatened to invade Agrigento and other cities in Sicily. Popular legend has it that this was the 

Turks' planned gateway into the city of Agrigento.The Scala dei Turchi is a dazzling white rocky 

cliff, rising 50 metres above sea level. Its gleaming colour is eye-catching enough, but what 

makes it all the more remarkable is that it looks like a staircase carved by man, even though its 

shape is entirely natural. 

 

 

 

The rate of all these excursions DOES NOT INCLUDE: guides, solarium (parasol + chaise longue), 

museums, monuments tickets, meals and any other kind of extra cost;  

But INCLUDE transfers and taxes. 
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                                   HALF DAY EXCURSIONS: 

 

N. 1      PALERMO ITALIAN CAPITAL OF THE CULTURE IN 2018     

 

· ITINERARY- A - THE NORMAN – ARABIC ITINERARY 
€ 30,00 (ADULT) - € 27,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

We will visit: Palazzo Reale, Cappella Palatina, Palermo Cathedral, Church of San Giovanni degli 

Eremiti. 

· ITINERARY  -B - THE ANCIENT CITY AND MOSLEM DOMINATION 
€ 30,00 (ADULT) - € 27,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

We will visit: Ponte Ammiraglio, Piazza Maggione, Church of Maggione, Church  of Martorana, 

Palermo Cathedral, Palazzo Reale, Cuba, Castle of Zisa. 

· ITINERARY  -C  - CLASSIC TOUR 
€ 30,00 (ADULT) - € 27,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

This tour include: Monreale, Church  of Martorana, Palermo Cathedral, Dome of San   Cataldo,  

Casa Professa and a little Sightseeing tour of the city. 

                                                             --------------- 

N. 2 -  WALKING TOUR AND STREET FOOD    
€ 30,00 (ADULT) - € 27,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

This walking tour include: Piazza Indipendenza, Porta Nuova, Palermo Cathedral, C.so Vittorio 

Emanuele, Piazza Pretoria, Via Maqueda, Teatro Massimo, Teatro Politeama, Free Time and the 

possibility to taste Street Food in Via Maqueda from Zia Cannatella (extra cost – not included). 

                                                                     ------- 

                                          PALERMO IN FREEDOM 

.N. 3 PALERMO   
€ 20,00 (ADULT) - € 18,00 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Shopping trip in the city centre, free time for shopping in the main streets of Palermo (Via 

Ruggero Settimo, Via Roma and Via Libertà) with a big selection of shops and international 

brands. 
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N. 4 - ERICE AND SEGESTA-   
€ 35,00 (ADULT) - € 31,50 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Overview of the Castellammare Gulf, and arrival at Segesta, one of the most evocative 

archaeological sites in Sicily, home to the Greek Theatre. We will visit the Temple and continue to 

Erice, medieval town and land of the cult of Venus. From the summit of the mountain, we can 

admire a splendid panorama: the city of Trapani, the island of Mozia, the Egadi Islands. 

N. 5 - PARTINICO – REAL CANTINA BORBONICA – 

     € 25,00 (ADULT) - € 22,50 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

Visit of one of the most important places of interest in Partinico: the Real Cantina Borbonica, 

construction, realized between 1880 and 1882 on project of the architect Carlo Chenchè. 

N. 6 -CASTELLAMARE DEL GOLFO-  
€ 25,00 (ADULT) - € 22,50 (AGE 4 – 12) – FREE (AGE 0 – 3) 

We will visit this characteristic seaside resort on the splendid Gulf of Castellammare and its 

medieval Castle, restructured at various times in the cours of the centuries. 

The rate of all these excursions DOES NOT INCLUDE: guides, museums, theatres, monuments 

tickets, meals and any other kind of extra cost;  

But INCLUDE transfers and taxes. 

 

                MOTORSHIP EXCURSIONS (min. 4 persons) 

                              FULL DAY EXCURSIONS 

N. 1 - RISERVA DELLO ZINGARO AND SAN VITO LO CAPO 
€ 65,00 (ADULT) - € 53.00 (AGE 4 – 12) – € 10.00 (AGE 0 – 3) 

Transfer from Città del Mare to the Port of Castellammare del Golfo and embarkation on the 

motorship. Visit the coast characterized by precious coves and caves. Stop to the Faraglioni of 

Scopello and the Zingaro Reserve. Rich lunch on board . Continue to San Vito lo Capo, where we 

will admire a vast golden beach. Return to the starting port and transfer by bus to Città del Mare. 

N. 2 - EGADI ISLANDS: FAVIGNANA AND LEVANZO 
€ 75.00 (ADULT) - € 65.00 (AGE 4 – 12) – € 10.00 (AGE 0 – 3) 

Transfer from Città del Mare to the Port of Trapani and embarkation on the motorship. Arrival in 

Favignana Island with a two-hour stop of free time to visit the village. After, coastal sailing along 

the most beautiful creeks with stop off for swimming. Break for the luch offered by the Captain. 

Departure to Levanzo Island, one-hour stop of free time and swimming from the coast. Coastal 

tour visiting the famous Faraglione (sea stack). Return to the port of Trapani and then to Città del 

Mare. 
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The rate of all these excursions DOES NOT INCLUDE: museums, theatres, monuments tickets and 

any other kind of extra cost;  

But INCLUDE transfers, lunch, our guides (for groups of min. 18 guests), boat and motorship 

tickets and taxes. 

                                      BOAT EXCURSIONS 

                                             HALF DAY 

N. 1 - TERRASINI CAVES 
€ 55.00 (ADULT) - € 40.00 (AGE 4 – 12) – 5.00 (AGE 0 – 3) 

Sailing along the coast of Terrasini we can enjoy of the small bays and of the games of color that 

the rocky wall of the coast offers. There will be time to stay in the most beautiful bays, catching 

the sun and swimming in the clear waters, where we can discover the life of the seabed. We will 

visit the caverns of Nassi, Palombi and the Great cavern, probably the most beautiful of western 

Sicily. 

The rate of all these excursions DOES NOT INCLUDE: museums, theatres, monuments tickets, 

meals and any other kind of extra cost;  

But INCLUDE transfers, our guides (for groups of min. 18 guests), boat and motorship tickets and 

taxes. 

      TRANSFERS/INDIVIDUAL EXCURSIONS  

· We effect individual excursions and transfers from / for all the Sicilian airports for / from City 

of the Hotel Sea Village Resort 

If you have any queries, questions or need clarification about some aspects of our excursions 

outlined above, you can directly address to the Hostess of the excursions desk. 

YOU CAN BOOK TO: info@barbacciaviaggieturismo.com tel. +39 0918687499/ +39 918725263  

 

 


